Relations between graphs and integer-pair sequences  by Patrinos, A.N. & Hakimi, S.L.
in this p3per a relation ktween graphs and finite integer-pair sequencs~ isestablished. 
.Vtc-cssmy dud suffiskrtt cmditions under which a given finite sequence of pairs of in- 
ttpers can wake a graph m bund. Results 3~ extended to digraphs. 
The rcalk3bility of 3 finite sequence of positive integers as the de- 
grees of the ~ertick of a linear graph has been considered by many 
t was indicated that there exists a similarity between 
nd determining the existence of a chemical 
per we extend some of the previous results and concepts to 
d to be, familiar with t basik notatiorz. ens of most of the 
be found in rary [ 61. Since s uork is restricted to 
hs, all sequcrxes are finite. 
e the set of positive integers and Eet S= C(Q b,S, (Q hz), l ..- 
a sequence of ordered pairs of efements in . Given wh a 
shd make use of the following: 
is the seqruenx (a,. b,, QZ, 152, . . . . aq. b,), 
is the set of distinct members of Sr , 
r, s) is the number of times the ordered integltr-pair (r, s) appears 
equal to k’lr, s) + k’fs, r) if r + s, and is equal to k’k s) if FS, 
e number of members (ai, bi 1 of S which have Qi (or b,) = r, 
umber of membws (q, b, ) of S wikh have b, = r (thus 
is the number of times r appears in S,. 
and S’ are sequences then S zz S’ imp&s that S’ is obtained from 
tation of its members. Alw, S db S8 denotes S a: S”, where 
from s” by transposi ons of some o!F its integer-pairs. 
n a (p, q) pseudograph G with vertex set V and edge set E. 
connecting the vertices I+ and ui in V wiii be denoted by 
e associate with G a sequence S, = (vt# p’z, ..-# JQ constructed 
s: If ‘;he edges of G are numbered from 1 to (I, then, for the kth 
= (Qkt bk) where i$ b, are the degrees of vertices 
C exists, we shall call G 
an edge connecting the vertices labeled lik and b,. In 
ograph G’, due to the hypothesis, the vertex labeled $ 
he reader can easily verify that one can always “split” 
m3ining adjact 
pseudograoh r 
to l9 vertices of degree iI while preserving the re- 
thrs is re~~!ated for ali vertices in G’, a desired 
roof. Xece~~i~ Let G be a rnultigr-aplh realktion of S and let u be a 
vertex in G of degree i. Sfnw no Icmps exist in G, the mmber of edges 
in G’ incident at u is exactly i. This meatns, however, that we have at least 
i members it1 S of the form U, i) (i, 1;) (j E SL ). his implies k(i) 2 i. 
S~_fflcimcv. Let k(i) 3 i, Vi E and le, G be . pscudograph realiza- 
tion of S. Consider a vertex u of iree i in G. We can distinguish between 
two cases: 
C&P (a). Vertex u is the only vertex of degree i in 3. This means that 
jz(ij = i. But, clearly, n(i) 2 k(i). Hence k(i) = i or, in other words, (i, i) is 
not a member of S. Thus no loopti o’r~ u can exist. 
C~~tse (b). W’e r;ave more than orle vertex sf degree i in G. Let u be an- 
other vertex of de ree i and, with,.)ut lass of generality, a 
least one loop exl s on La. Let 9 b. 2 ;in edge incident at u 
Such an edge exists, for otherwise tf;e degrees of u and zc 
equal. Let e = e(z4, z), 2 += U. Now reqlace a loop on u and the edge e by 
two edges connecting vertices u an TV and vertices u and z, Degrees are 
maintained yet a loop on u has beer1 eliminated. By repeating this pro- 
raph realization of s results. 
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which is kg-adjacent o ~4’ and 4-adjacent to 24, ;and k, $ k4 
remove three edges. e(v. !I), e( d ~(2’. let’), and add fhr 
e(u’, I(’ ), 4(2, u 1 ;itmve cases we have r&aced the 
number of multiple edges in G. 
A repetition of 
completes th: pro 
cedure results in graph realization of 22 This 
theorem. 
So far we have been considering uldirectbed graphs. Some of the pre- 
vious results however can be extended to digr y definition, a di- 
gr:< ph has no loo s or multiple arcs. A mukdigraph may have multiple 
arr s but no loop %f both multiple arcs and loops are permi 
a pseudodigraph. An oriented graph is a digraph 
of arcs. A toumzncnt is an oriented complete g ps.eudodigraph, 
if there are exact y .i; arcs leaving a vertex u and entering a vertex N, then 
k-adjac en: id t~(k 2 0). 
CIIP 4 Cl! axi tct G be a pseudodigraph with y arcs. An arc 
in G leaving vertex ;fi and f;ntaring tiertex ui will be CI noted by E(Ui, I+-). 
If khe 3rc’s of C.. a e r.umbered from 1 to q, hen, wit”, the ith arc, say 
t’#+ wk ), we can asssssiate an ordered integer-pair tOi* b,), ai_ bi E 
where a,i and bi are the indegrees of vertices r+ an vk respectively 
wquence S, assoeia!ed with G is then ((at, b,), ( 
Given a sequenr.2 &hb‘ of ordered integer-pairs (Ui, b$, a,. 
tion arises as to whether a &graph exists for which 
graph exists we shaSI call i realization of S, or t 
Let A = (at, 4’2, ...I Q, = (bt, b2, . . . . b,), and let A* an 
sets consisting of the distinct members in A and 
djegree i. This however implies that k’(a’) = X;i s i (Cii 3 0). 
Sufficjencv. Let i,, i,, ._, i VT- be the &XTWl&!i Of R’. raw Y + T vertices . 
with labels 0, d’, ,  i,. . (. , i, and, n”or CV@~ member (dli, b,) OH’S, draw all arc 
ing the vertex labeled ai and entering the vertex labeled bi. In the re- 
ulting pseudodigraph G the, indegree of vertex v i th label $ is ki l is $ (the 
~~~rnber of times ij appears in B). The reade!r can now easily venfy that 
fte can “spliit” each such vertex (for whickr kii > l’j ints exact!y Fq ver- 
tices of indegree ii, preserving the remaining adjacencies. Ail arcs mitially 
ade to leave any of the vertices produced by 
ff the veseex labeled 0 is isolated it can be re- 
e above procedure results in a pseudodigraph 
af. Newssity. Let G be a muhidigraph realizatian of S. If vertex u is 
vertex in C with indegree i (i.e., k’(i) = i) then k(i. i) = 0, si~~ce 
derzcy. Let G be a pseudodigraph realization of S. and let QIU, u) 
p on a vertex u with indegree i. There must exist another vertex 
t9’ in G with indegree i, beciluse otherkse, k’(i) = 2’ and Mi, i) > 0. which 
contradiction to the hypothesis. If we n~ur emove ;f 10s~ ecu, U) and 
the arc ecu’, uj we have a new realization SnfS with a reduced number 
repetition of this procedure results in a mulltidigr;;rph realiza- 
“(i, j) G k”(i) l k’(j) --.--_- .. . i.j ’ 
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can have is k’(i) 0 k’( jl/(i . j), since k’(i),!! and k’( j)lj arc the numkr of 
vertic~:s of indegree i and i. rrspectively. If*’ = j then the maximum number 
af am this subgraph can have is equal to twice the number of edges in a 
complete graph with k’(i);i vertices. T rc’ves that conditions (1) and 
(2) are necessary. 
S~~$~%YZCI*. SinGe corldition (2) impiieh that k(i. i) = 0 if k’(i)li = 1 
then. by Thdoreni 3 2, there exists a nrultidigraph G which realizes S. 
Let u and u be vertices of indekree i al-Ed ,;in G. respective’y, such that u 
is t-adjacent o u(l > 11. By con i JI j) and by condition (2) 
(if i = j), there exist vertices u‘ inde;;rees i and i rci; 
such that U’ is O-adjacent to tlf. We can wish between two 
Ck~4 (a). Vertex ~4 = N‘. We can rerncjvc an arc e(u, u) and add an arc 
c(u‘, 11). The resulting multidigraph realists S but the number of multiple 
arcs has been reduced. 
C?Z.RZ (b). Vertices tt and u’ are distinct. If there exists a vertex z in 
d’(f U, u’, u) which is k-,-adjacent to uf and k2-adjacent to II with k, > k7. i 
then we Can remove two arcs e(u, tl) and etz, td‘b and add two arcs 
elu’, u’) and e(r, u). If t2 is k-adjacent o 11’ and k 2 ?, we can remove an 
ari: ~(0, u‘) and add an arc ~(6, 11’ ). If none of the at jve apply, then, since 
u and TV’ have equal indegrees, either 21 is l-adjacent co zdf and U’ is O-adjas 
~znt to $4, or tl is k-adjacent o U’ with k 2 2. In either situation we can 
remove two arcs &.I, U) and e(u, 111 I) and add two arcs eh’, zi j and 
c(u‘, tc). In all cases we have reduced the number of multiple arcs, and a 
repetition of this procedure results in 3 multidigraph G’ which has nu 
multiple am between vertices af indegree > 0. If G’ has no vertex of 
indegree zero then it is a digraph reatizatkm of S. nally, if (7’ has a 
vertex 4’ of indegree zero and u is k-adjacent (k > to a vertex u in G’, 
then one can split v into k ver-tices ul, F+ .., uk such that no multiple 
cs between the vi’s and u e: ist. Any ot r arc is G’ which leaves vertex 
E) can be made to Ierave any o the vertaces ul, u2, ..*, vk. Thus, multiple 
vertkcs of indegpee zero an other vertices can always be 
ftmf. Necessity. Let 6; be an oriented graph realization (of&S’. Let g be a 
maximal subgraph of 1; whase arcs leave vertict:s of indcgrec t; and enter 
werticcs cf indegree j and vice versa., If i 7t j, then the maximum nulnber of 
of’ arcs in g is k’(i) l k’(j)/(i - j) (i, f :# 0). If i = i,, then the maximum num- 
rcs ing is equal to the number of edges ih a Gompktc graph with 
ertices. ‘This pnwes the necessity OF conditia 
nclj/‘. :Sinee Hi. j) = k’(, j) + k’( j, i) for i Jc= 
t&en the conditions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied,. ‘Thus S has a di~r~ph 
reGzation G. Let u and .‘A be two vertices in G of indegrees i and j respe;~ 
tkely such that v is I-adjacent to u and vice versa. By condition (1 11 (if 
i # 1) and by cclndition (2) ( i = 1) there exist tw 
ees i aiMi j respecti y, such that u) is O- 
~thout !Ioss of r;eneraIity, let us assume that w and U’ are distinct. 
k can now distinguish bttween two cases. 
Case (a). Vertex 24 =: z./. We can remove arc e(v, u j and add arc e(u’, :;o j.
‘Ihe resulting d:iwap realizes S but the number of symmetric pairs of 
arcs has been reduc 
C4ze 0~). Vertices u and u’ are distinct If u is l-adjacent to U’ and u’ 
iii G-adjacent to u then remove two arcs e(u, u) and e(u, u’) and add tws 
u’) and efu’, v). I.f u is I-adjacent t9 U’ and U’ is l-adjacent to v 
ove arc e(u, u”) and add an arc e(v’, u’). If ls is l-adjacent to U’ 
and ,IP’ is O-adjacent to u then remove arcs e(v, U) and e(tr, u’) and add 
arcs P(u’. LI’) iand e(u’, u). If nope of the above apply, then, since u 
ave eq:lal indegrees, there exists a vertex z(# td, uc, w) which is 
nd O-adjacent tr, U. If vertex u is I-adjacent 
thei; remove a:rcs e(v, u), C(U, z) and efz. ~‘8. and add 
lie arcs e(u’. u’), efu’, 2) and egz, u). Otherwise, remove arcs e(u, tl) 
dd two BKS e(u’, U’ ) and e(z, u). 
ID afl cases we have r&iced the number of symmetric pairs of arcs 
a repetition of this procedure results in an oriented graph realization 
is completes the pi;*oof. 
. j~ec~,~~i~~. A tournament G can have at most one vertex of indegree 
Z~BO and, by ition, has +~(Fz - I ) ar+s? where n is the number of ver- 
tices in G. If s ho vertex of indegree ze o then k’(Q, i) = 0, ViE R*, 
and p’ = ZiE,B * k’iiJ/i is the number of its vertices. If it h;Js a ver 
degree zero the that vertex must e l-adjacent to all other vertices in C. 
e number of vertices in C is then p’ + 1. This proves the necessity of 
conditions ( t ) and (2). 
St~_/flcien~.~. Let G be an oriented raph realization of S. If G has no 
more than one vertex of in egreed zero, then tt must be a tournament. 
If C has two or ore vertices of indegree zero then coalesce all vertices 
* indegrce zero :nto one vertex u with indegree zero while preserving 
remaining adjacencies. Let C’ be the resulting multidigra 
riented graph ahen it must be a tournament. If G’ is n,ot 
graph then there only exist multiple arcs of the form ~(a u). If vertex 11 
hien by condition (?a) there exisas another vertex u’ of in- 
h u is O-adjacent. One of two possibilities can exist: 
exists a vertex z(#tr, u’) which is l-adjacent o u’, 
Q-adjacent to u and u is, @adjacent o z. We can now remove two arcs 
a@, u) and t$.:, u’) and add two arcs e(u, u’) and e(z, u). 
C’kre (b). There exists a vertex s(fu, u’) which is l-adjacent o u’, 
Q-adjacent to u and tl is l-adjacent to r7. We can then ;emoYe arcs e(t!, u), 
e(z, ta’) and e@, z) and add three arcs e(u, u’), e(z, u‘, and e(u’, z). 
This indicates that all multiple arcs in G’ can be eliminated. The re- 
sulting oriented graph realization of S is a tournament. This completes 
the proof. 
et us now remove the restriction that the integer-pairs assaclated with 
egrees of the vertices Ui 
and b, respectively, 
e written either (Q,. bk) 
f intefger-pairs a sock ted 
et G be a pscuciodigrapfl. S2 = “i,, iz, . . . . i,) the set of 
Gonstrc;ct a pseudagmph G, 3s Let i, , i,, . . . p 
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operation. Specifically, the testing of 
okrnt uf computational work. The ful- 
derived from condi ions i 1 ‘b and (2) helps 
“(‘/‘ ii) 
(3) w- 
i* 
'- G Hi_ G 
k(Q) 
I - , j= I, 3, . . . . r (iirfO,forik=Otakeno=l). 
I I “i 
Ch:e C? set of V&J~S fkr tht% f;i_ t-t(~~ ~CY.ZII fb~~d satisfying conditions ( 1) 
and (3) they could be tested /or cQnditic:~n (2). If condition t 2) fails, a 
TKW St!t 0f W31Ut3 for tt\@ t2jj Ill 
0~ can SW that if a rnu~t~digra~h realization of S is desired then, by 
Theorlrm 3.2. ““/ = 1 must imply k$ ij b = 0, fay all $ E S,. Conditisns 
fsr a digraph realization of S ;rre much more di#icult to find. 
irecte 
A sequcncc S of orde in teget qairs can be assoL fated with digraphs 
in other ways. Consider an acyclic I~~~ltid~gra~h G. 1 :t P(L+ vk) be an 
arc af G and ~onsi ed path p(v,, u,) of maximal ength con- 
taining arc’ e(kj9 v,) (u, and u re the starting and terminal vertices in the 
directed path, rtqxctively ). t us associate an ordered integer-pair 
th of the y2.t fr0nn v, to vi, 
from uk to v,. Note 
Igth containing arc P(Uj, Vk) resu in the ~arne (ai, bi). 
(a,, b, )l be the 
= (a, + b,, a? -+- hz, . ..I & 
Sufficiency, Draw s,, + 2 vertices and label them 0, 1, 2, . ..? s,, + 1. 
ar every member (ai. bi) of S, draw an arc leaving the vertex labeled ai 
entering the vertex labeled s,, + fl - bi. Since s,,,, + 
e resulting pseudo&graph (1; has no cycles and ncl Ioops. 
at G is a multidigraph. T he tea&r can easily verity ‘that S z 2JG. 
any questions and problems that may be raised. remain una~swer~e 
nr: of the mcxe interesting is to find neccTsary and sufficient Izonditions 
W&T which a sequence of integer-paits can have a connected i:raph reali- 
fr conditions are found, then conditions for a tree reahzation 
rward. In additirsn, the important question of uniqueness 
touched here. If the purpose of the integer-pair sequence is 
ing of a graph or &graph G then Ii is important to know 
h G’, non-isumorphic to G, exists which has the same 
uence as G. Unfortunately. an integer-pair sequlence has, 
cral, many nrPn-isomorphic realizatikjns, making the integer-pair se-, 
ce representation of restricted use. However, the integer-pair se- 
s the structure of a graph or digraph much more than the 
Theory tAmerican Eisevier, New York, !9?2). 
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